Activity – Wetland wonder board
A suggestion for pre-topic assessment and post-topic review.
KEY STAGE:

1&2

CURRICULUM SUBJECT(S):

cross-cutting

What is a wonder board?
•

It is a tool for pre-topic assessment and review

•

Pupils identify what they are wondering about and revisit these as the learning unfolds

•

Helpful towards Assessment for Learning

•

It works well as a classroom display that pupils can easily visit

Wetland wonder board instructions
•

Introduce the pupils to the topic of wetlands. This can be done by using pictures, by
showing the names of the subtopics and some of the animals, places and vocabulary
they will be encountering. A slideshow is provided for this

•

Ask pupils what they wonder. Give them a few minutes to have a quiet think by
themselves. Invite them to write their wonderings down. Then give time to discuss in
small groups and note these wonderings down. Add the individual and group
wonderings to the shared display

•

As they learn throughout the topics, invite pupils to revisit the Wonder Board and share
any answers or discoveries and any new wonderings. Answers could be attached to
the questions and thoughts on the Wonder Board

•

Additional review exercise for Key Stage 2 – pupils could individually decide their top 3
discoveries and compare as a class. Is there a clear Top 3 for the class?

Making the wetland wonder board wonderful
•

The background of the wonder board could be a wetland scene – either a large
photograph or one made with blue paper pools and green vegetation

•

The words ‘We Wonder’ could be on jetty into a pond, with the children writing their
wonderings on lily pads that are floating in the wetland

•

When the wonder board is revisited and additions made, children could choose a precut shape to write their new thoughts on – for example a fish, a frog or a butterfly
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Wetland wonder board example one: Wetland with Clouds

Wetland wonder board example two: Pond with Lily Pads
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Activity – Make a godwit
Simple method for making a striking cardboard black-tailed godwit.
KEY STAGE:

1&2

CURRICULUM SUBJECT(S):

Art & Design, Design & Technology, Maths
(see ‘Taking it further’ section)

What you need (for one godwit)
•

A4 card – 2 sheets for the body and wings and a bit extra if adding card to the tail

•

1 lollipop stick

•

1 pipe cleaner

•

Glue stick, sticky tape, scissors and paint/colouring pens or pencils if needed

•

For colours: coloured card could be used or white card that is painted or coloured with
pens/pencils. Brown wings, orange bodies and black tails will give a realistic look but
any colours will do!

•

Templates are provided on the following pages

What to do
•

Paint a lollipop stick and set aside to dry. Or use coloured sticks and skip this step.

•

Draw around the wing template on one piece of card and the body template on another
piece of card. Cut out both shapes and fold in half.

•

Bend a pipe cleaner in half to form legs. Young children can stop here. Older children
can form feet shapes by bending a loop in each end and flattening the loop (see
photos).

•

Open the wings shape and tape the body into place in the middle of the wings.

•

Tape the lollipop stick into the head and the pipe cleaner legs into the tail (see photo).

•

Draw an eye on each side of the head and you’re finished (see photo)!

•

These godwits can be stuck to a wall display, hung from the ceiling and/or added to by
decorating or writing inside or outside the bird.

•

Taking it further: conservationists often put colour-rings on birds to identify them in
the field. Children could add loops of coloured card or large coloured beads to the legs
to ‘colour-ring’ their birds. It’s always a challenge to make sure each bird gets unique
colours, e.g. often more than one ring has to be used – godwits in the UK are given
four colour-rings. This could be a problem-solving discussion for the class – we have
five colours to use and 30 birds, how can we ensure there are no duplicates?

More information and ideas
•

See illustrations of godwits throughout this pack for decorating ideas.

•

See Wall Display 02 in this pack to see them as part of a classroom display.
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Photos of the main steps in making a cardboard godwit
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Activity – Bird feeding experiment
Birds eat a variety of foods. Which ones do yours prefer?
KEY STAGE:

1

CURRICULUM SUBJECT(S):

Science, Maths, Citizenship

What you need
A selection of three foods suitable for birds, e.g. sunflower seeds, cracked corn, millet,
mealworms, apple, soaked and chopped raisins, or shredded suet. Note that bread is not
recommended for birds.

What to do
•

Get the birds used to visiting your bird table for a few weeks by putting out mixed bird
seed in a small tray and keeping it topped up.

•

When you do the experiment, clear the bird table. Weigh out the same amount of three
foods and place them in three identical small trays on the bird table.

•

After 24 hours, remove the foods and weigh the left-overs.

•

Compare which food went down the most. If you can observe the bird table for a while
you could work out which birds are homing in on the different foods.

More information and ideas
•

The RSPB has useful advice on children getting involved with feeding birds:
www.rspb.org.uk/fun-and-learning/for-families/family-wildchallenge/activities/feed-the-birds/

•

Here the RSPCA offers insights into bird health and bird feeding:
www.rspca.org.uk/adviceandwelfare/wildlife/inthewild/feedinggardenbirds
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Activity –
Try out wetland building materials
Fen people have been weaving willow for thousands of years to use in fences and for
wattle and daub walls.
KEY STAGE:

1

CURRICULUM SUBJECT(S):

History, Design & Technology

What you need
Bundles of flexible willow withies, rigid sticks such as hazel rods for the uprights – about knee
high and quite thin.

What to do
•

For making the wattle hurdles choose an open, grassy area to work in.

•

Push the uprights 10 cm into the ground at 10 cm intervals in a straight line
(measurements all approximate).

•

Do not push them in too far as you need to be able to remove the hurdle when
completed.

•

Take a withy and start weaving from one end of the uprights.

•

Take it all the way round the last upright and keep weaving until it runs out.

•

Take another withy and continue from the same spot.

•

Keep the weaving pushed down to achieve a close weave.

•

Continue until you have the size of hurdle that you want.

•

Pull the panel out of the ground or leave it in situ!

•

To experiment with wattle and daub, weave a panel as above, it can be less closely
woven for this.

•

For the daub, traditional ingredients are mud, clay, sand, animal dung and straw. Make
your mix nice and sticky.

•

Splat or throw handfuls of it at the wattle. Try different mixes for consistency.

More information and ideas
•

For using living willow to build, take a look at:
www.gardeningknowhow.com/special/children/building-living-willowstructures.htm
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Activity – RSPB Big Schools’ Birdwatch
In February each year schools can help track the ups and downs of birds
across the country.
KEY STAGE:

1

CURRICULUM SUBJECT(S):

Science, Maths, Citizenship

What you need
When you register for Big Schools Birdwatch online you will get all the paper resources
needed, for free, including a bird identification poster. Binoculars are not necessary - but can
be fun to use.

What to do
•

It is worth doing a few practice-runs with the class, so that they understand some good
ways to see more birds.

•

For the event, you need to pick one place to sit for up to an hour to keep a look out.

•

You can register for the event online in January and you’ll receive a pack.

•

You then have several weeks to hold your birdwatch at a time that suits you.

•

Then submit your results online – this could be done with the whole class participating.

More information and ideas
•

You can watch a video in which a teacher shows her class taking part, and find all the
other information and registration portal at: www.rspb.org.uk/fun-and-learning/forteachers/schools-birdwatch/
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Activity –
Link up with a school on the migration route
Environment, local wildlife and life-skills can be some of the global themes to explore
with an overseas partner school.
KEY STAGE:

2

CURRICULUM SUBJECT(S):

Geography, English, Science, Citizenship

What you need
Skype or similar communications software in your classroom.

What to do
•

Start by investigating the migration routes of, for example, a familiar bird found locally
in the Fens. The migratory route of the black-tailed godwit is described in the
Background section of this pack, and includes France, Spain, Portugal, the
Netherlands, Senegal, Gambia and Morrocco.

•

This could provide a great starting point for common ground with a school overseas.

•

Identify some countries along the bird’s migration route.

•

If you decide to use the British Council’s school partnering service, it would be best to
choose a bird that breeds here in spring and migrates south in the winter.

•

Next, visit British Council Schools Online to see a list of countries where they can help
you find a partner school. The site also lists valuable themes for exploring with schools
in each country. You then email the British Council through their webpage and they will
help you find a partner school: connecting-classrooms.britishcouncil.org/partnerwith-schools

•

There are options to apply for funding for your school’s project as well, if you want to
set up an exchange visit or develop a bigger project. It

More information and ideas
•

RSPB : www.rspb.org.uk/birds-and-wildlife/natures-home-magazine/birds-andwildlife-articles/migration

•

BBC Countryfile: www.countryfile.com/wildlife/birds/where-do-birds-go-in-winter/

•

National Geographic Magazine:
www.nationalgeographic.com/magazine/2018/03/bird-migration-interactive-maps
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Activity –
Attract more birds into your school grounds
Some simple steps to increase the number of birds who will drop by.
KEY STAGE:

2

CURRICULUM SUBJECT(S):

Science, Design & Technology, Citizenship

What you need
•

Feeding: bird table, hanging bird feeders, supplies of food such as meal worms, seeds
and nuts.

•

Making bird boxes: wood, galvanised nails or screws and a strip of old rubber for a
hinge.

•

Growing bird crops: seeds of any of the suggested plants, canes and twine to
support tall plants.

What to do
•

Feeding is the simplest action you can take to bring more birds in. Bird tables can
have seeds and meal worms placed directly on them, while it is better to offer nuts and
fat-balls in hanging feeders. If the feeding station is visible from an outdoor hide or
classroom window, the opportunities to watch and learn about how birds eat and
interact are enormous. Birds visit places with consistent food supplies, so when you
set up a feeding station, create a rota to keep it topped up and remove gone off food.
Be careful to make it difficult for cats to access.

•

Bird boxes are easy to make and install. Ensure they are not accessible to predators
and carry out a hygiene check at the right time of year. Place them where children can
see birds coming and going from a little distance.

•

Planting a pick-your-own birdseed crop is another way to attract more birds. Plants
that are easy to grow from seed for this include: Teasel, Sunflowers, Honesty, Fat Hen,
Golden Rod and Cornflower.

More information and ideas
•

What to feed birds: www.rspb.org.uk/birds-and-wildlife/advice/how-you-can-helpbirds/feeding-birds

•

Making bird boxes with children: www.rspb.org.uk/fun-and-learning/forkids/games-and-activities/activities/make-a-nestbox

•

Growing bird-food crops: www.britishbirdfood.co.uk/plants-and-fauna
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Activity –
Poetry slam to raise awareness about
wetlands
Our wetlands need us to love and protect them. Coming to the rescue makes a
compelling theme for performance poetry.
KEY STAGE:

2

CURRICULUM SUBJECT(S):

English, Science, Geography, Citizenship

What you need
For the wetlands research: the KS2 Geography lesson – Humungous Sponges, which is in
this pack, or internet facility for pupils to do guided research. Also see Worksheet 12 –
Wetland Research Project in the supplementary materials of this pack. The more local the
better.
For the slam: a space for the performances and an audience, where you can create the
atmosphere of a genuine event.

What to do
•

A poetry slam is where the poets perform to a live audience who decide on a winner.
Sometimes a random audience member is selected as the judge – so there is scope
for inclusivity and unexpected results. Slam poems are created with performance in
mind, so making a space where they can be created out loud is beneficial. Speaking
takes precedence over writing and getting your message across in an engaging way is
all important. There are no rules on form or grammar. You could challenge another
class to a competition and pit teams or individual performers against each other in a
challenge about saving nature.

•

For their material, the class will need to learn about the current state of wetlands and
why they need help. You could achieve this by using the KS2 Geography lesson –
Humungous Sponges, which is in this pack. Alternatively, allow the class some
research time, using a data capture sheet with key questions to guide their inquiry (e.g.
Worksheet 12 – Wetland Research Project in the supplementary materials of this
pack).

More information and ideas
•

Literacy Trust provide a comprehensive toolkit on preparing and holding a poetry slam
in school: www.literacytrust.org.uk/resources/write-poetry-slam

•

Some trusted sites for children to use to research wetlands:
Wildfowl & Wetland Trust: www.wwt.org.uk/our-work/why-wetlands
The Wildlife Trusts: www.wildlifetrusts.org/habitats/wetlands
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